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About This Game

Find a vaccine for your infected friend before the time runs out, but be aware your friend will relapse sooner or later and you
will have to find a new vaccine in a new randomly rebuilt house. Will you be able uncover the mystery to save your friend once

and for all!?

Vaccine is a new approach on Survival Horrors inspired by those of the 90s. You can choose between the two members of a
special bio-hazard rapid response team, each starting with their own unique differential abilities. They are trapped in a strange

house populated by dangerous mutated creatures, they will have to find a vaccine for another team member who is infected with
a deadly virus.

Unless you uncover the mystery of the house, every time you bring back the vaccine, the infected team member will relapse and
you will be presented with a new randomly rebuilt house. You will be able to gain experience points from different actions and

use them on the skills you think will be more beneficial, bringing a more tactical approach compared to the games it takes
inspiration from.
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Title: Vaccine
Genre: Action
Developer:
RNC
Publisher:
RNC
Release Date: 21 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 3 (32 bits)

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2,6 GHz/AMD Dual-Core Athlon 3,0 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: SM 3.0 - 512 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,French,German
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dont buy this at full price, its fun but i would rather buy horse armor at full price. AMAZING GAME, GREAT TUTORIAL
AND MANUAL, VERY GOOD FOR START LEARNING GREAT STRATEGY GAME.. \u6700\u5bc4\u306eE.Y.E\u306b\
u884c\u304d\u307e\u3059\u3002\u795e\u306e\u30b5\u30a4\u30d0\u30fc\u30de\u30f3\u30b7\u30fc2. This is great! Now
release book 1 Julith as well please.. the game crashes at act 6, the game cuts off and goes back to steam.
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Hard not to compare this game to Wizorb which is a long time favorite of mine. First of all both games try their best in bringing
in new elements to the age old Paddle and a ball (arkanoid, krakout etc.) games and succeeds in my opinion.
This particular game brings on the table the ability to 'strike' the ball as races towards you making it a crucial element in ball
control as the ball doesnt really change much direction depending on where it hits the 'paddle' (in this case the female
protagonist). Another important feature is the charging of the strike, something that you can't really do every time things get
hectic as it takes some time for the charge to get amped up. With this 'super' charge it is possible to strike back shots that
enemies shoot and make the ball break through obstacles and enemies with one shot. Enemies also roam around and sometimes
come down where you are and slapping them either with melee or with the ball or magic items you collect from the field is a
crucial game element.

All in all a nice pocket sized game that will entertain you, challenge you and sometimes♥♥♥♥♥♥you off like games in this
genre do sometimes. And good luck with the achievements. A 100% game with this one is hard.

Worth the buy on any price. Full or discounted. I see nothing negative about this except hurting of my finger as one constantly
charges the shot.. A fun Shoot 'Em Up game that has a good amount of challenge will tons of projectiles coming at you. The
music is very enjoyable and fits the right tone for a game like this. Every level has its own set of enemies, boss fights, and art
design. I only wish that by killing some enemies they would drop power ups instead of just points but still a fun game worth a
few minutes for.

Rating: 7\/10. Zuma's Revenge! is overall an entertaining game.
There's scope for both long-term strategising and mindless ball-blasting.
Addictive and it's fun.. Nice game even if it is a bit short. What there is of it is well thought out and entertaining. Recommended
play and at only $10 you can't go wrong.. Eyestorm is a fun little game well worth the 3.99 USD I paid. You'll fly three types of
helicopters around an archipelago, moving people and cargo to their destinations. The only problem I encountered with
Eyestorm is the default keybinds don't match the tutorial:

F repairs damage when landed at helipads (not Y as the tutorial claims).
ENTER lowers\/raises the cable (not control).

To exit the game, press P for the pause menu.. yeah bro, i guess u can call me a true dos gamer

i remember going on my parents computer and playing this game...it was a brand new gateway 2000 with a
486dx2....yeah thats right u kids will never know what that is...u idiots play call of duty all day while i play what true
90s kids played...chips challenge...ultima...doom...quake 3...u know it i played it. i beat fatal1ty in a 1v1 bro...i feel sorry
for u kids, u kids just play trash♥♥♥♥♥games all day while i actually had a childhood and im a 90s kid...wow. I only
just started playing this, but I'm already in love with this game. It is perfect for wanting to just distract your mind and
meditate, space out. Not much thinking needed, but also a little puzzle to mess with and such beautiful art!
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